4-H ATV SAFETY

binder

4-H

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

4-H DUCT TAPE

kit

4-H

4-H KID PUZZLES

display

4-H

4-H PARTICIPATION FORM - SPANISH

form

4-H

ACRES OF AGRICULTURE BOOK 1

project manual

4-H

project manual

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

ACRES OF AGRICULTURE BOOK 2
Resource material for 4-H project.

ADVENTURES IN LEARNING

binder

ANR

A school-age care curriculum published by North Carolna Cooperative Extension Service. This curriculum provides
information and activities for use in quality before- and after-school care programs.

AEROSPACE

project binder

4-H

project binder

4-H

display

FCS

kit

FCS

Resource material for 4-H project.

ARTS & CRAFTS
Resource material for 4-H project.

ASTHMA
Display

BASIC PARENTING

Tools to implement a Basic Parenting program in communties is provided. The emphasis in the program is on the broad
range of issues that affect parents and parent-child relationships. The program can be used with parents of children of all
ages.

BE A 4-H VOLUNTEER

brochure

4-H

BE AWARE OF YOUR INDOOR AIR

table flip chart

FCS

project binder

4-H

binder

4-H

This educational chart provides information regarding the air in your home.

BEEF
Resource material for 4-H project.

BEEF CURRICULUM

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

BICYCLE CONES & NOTEBOOK

notebook

4-H

equipment

FCS

Use with Bicycle Program. 40 cones.

BODY FAT VEST

This vest similates 20 lbs of body fat. When you put it on, it's amazing how heavy 20 lbs of body fat really feels.

BREAST PROSTHESIS TEACHING KIT

equipment

FCS

Included in the sample kit is a list of breast prosthesis and accessory manufacturers. All of these manufacturers were asked to
submit a sample of their product, and those responding have a representative sample included in the teaching kit. Company
brochures and fit instructions have also been included for your information. Extension and the American Cancer Society
publications are also included for you to have factual, non-biased information.

CAT

project binder

4-H

project binder

4-H

project binder

4-H

project binder

4-H

binder

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Resource material for 4-H project.

CITIZENSHIP
Resource material for 4-H project.

CLICKER SET
unit includes 30 clickers

CLOTHING
Resource material for 4-H project.

CLOTHING & TEXTILES

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

COMMUNICATIONS

project binder

4-H

project binder

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

COMPUTER
Resource material for 4-H project.

CONFLICT RESOLUTION SERIES - TALKING WITH TJ

kit

CONFLICT RESOLUTION SERIES - TALKING WITH TJ

kit

CONSUMER SAVVY

project binder

Resource material for 4-H project.

4-H

CONTROLLING THE IMAGE LEVEL 2

project manual

4-H

project binder

4-H

binder

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

DAIRY CATTLE
Resource material for 4-H project.

DAIRY CATTLE

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

DAY CAMP EQUIPMENT HULA HOOPS

equipment

4-H

visual display

FCS

Equipment

DEADLY LOOK-A-LIKES DISPLAY

This display is to educate caretaker's of the dangerous look-a-like products on the market today.

DEVELOPING CAPABLE PEOPLE: LEADER'S GUIDE

notebook, VHS tape,

4-H

Author and consultant Stephen Glenn describes how changes in society, schools, and families have created barriers to
developing capable young people. He describes ways to develop young people as assets rather than as recipients, and
summarizes the "significant seven" which separate "high risk" from "low risk" youth. Used as a part of the Kansas 4-H Cares
Training Program.

DEVELOPING CAPABLE PEOPLE: LEADER'S GUIDE

notebook, participant's

4-H

Author and consultant Stephen Glenn describes how changes in society, schools, and families have created barriers to
developing capable young people. He describes ways to develop young people as assets rather than as recipients, and
summarizes the "significant seven" which separate "high risk" from "low risk" youth. Used as a part of the Kansas 4-H Cares
Training Program.
DISPLAY BOARD

DISPLAY BOARD

DISPLAY BOARD

DISPLAY BOARD

DISPLAY BOARD

DOG

project binder

4-H

binder

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

DOG CARE AND TRAINING

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

DOWN TO EARTH GARDENING

project binder

4-H

project binder

4-H

project binder

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

ECOLOGICAL MODEL KIT

ELECTRICITY
Resource material for 4-H project.

EMBRYOLOGY
Resource material for 4-H project.

ENTOMOLOGY

project binder

4-H

suitcase, plastic tube

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

ENTOMOLOGY KIT

Includes: nets, books, posters, insect pins, pinning blocks, spreading board, etc.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

project binder

4-H

project binder

4-H

project binder

4-H

binder

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

ENVIRONMENT
Resource material for 4-H project.

EXPLORING 4-H
Resource material for 4-H project.

FAMILY STUDIES

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

FARM ANIMALS

project binder

4-H

notebook

FCS

Resource material for 4-H project.

FINANCIAL CALCULATOR FOR TEENS

This manual was developed for use as educational study on financial decision-making. It was written to be used with the
Texas Instruments Business Analyst financial calculator. To enhance the learning process, participants are asked to use the
calculator for which the manual was written. Also included is a section on Financial Literacy for Older Youth. This includes
a resource list for teachers and actual brochures on different financial services offered.
FINANCIAL CALCULATORS

kit

FCS

Texas Instruments Business Analysist-35 financial calculator with guide book. **Can be used with Financial Calculator for
Teens notebook.

FNP - A FAMILY SHAPES A CHILD'S HEALTHY WEIGHT

display

FNP

Teach clients that 1) parents influence their child's relationship with their child's relationship with food and activity and, 2)
weight control is a family problem that requires a family solution.

FNP COLLABORATORS DISPLAY

display

FNP

This display shows how different agencies can come together to support the Family and Nutrition Program.

FNP COLLABORATORS DISPLAY

display

FNP

This display shows how different agencies can come together to support the Family and Nutrition Program.

display

FNP

FNP - EAT 5 A DAY

display

FNP

FNP - EATING HEALTHY

display

FNP

FNP - FRUITS & VEGETABLES: GOOD FOR YOU

display

FNP

FNP DISPLAY
This display shows what the Family Nutrition Program has to offer.

Teach clients the importance of including fruits and vegetables - canned, fresh and frozen - in their diets.

FNP - FRUITS & VEGETABLES: GOOD FOR YOU

display

FNP

Teach clients the importance of including fruits and vegetables - canned, fresh and frozen - in their diets.

FNP - GOOD FOR YOU

display

FNP

FNP - HEALTHY BODIES COME IN ALL SIZES

display

FNP

This display supports healthy choices, including food choices. This display is intended to reinforce a positive weight,
activity, and eating message. Good health is more important than the numbers on the scale.

FNP - INVEST IN YOURSELF

display

FNP

Teach clients the importance of a healthy lifestyle through eating regularly and choosing a variety of foods, drinking plenty
of liquids, fitness and shopping wisely.

FNP - LET'S MOVE AND PLAY

display

FNP

Children LEARN through moving, thinking, and feeling while they are active. Parents and care-givers can promote learning
by providing opportunities for children to be active and by participating in activities with their children.

FNP - LOVING YOUR FAMILY, FEEDING THEIR FUTURE

display

FNP

Teach clients the importance of healthy eating habits and the importance of increased physical activity.

FNP - MOOVE TO 1% LOWFAT OR FAT FREE MILK

display

FNP

display

FNP

Teach clients the importance of moving to lowfat dairy products
for children age 2 and over.

FNP - MORE MATTERS

Teach clients the importance of consuming more fruits and vegetables for better health. More Matters message is
intentionally simple -- to increase consumption and eat more fruits and vegetables at every eating occasion. The Fruits &
Veggies -- More Matters brand and logo replace the 5 A Day program and logo.

FNP - MY PLATE

display

FNP

With obesity on the rise in both children and adults in the United States, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
released a new food guide, MyPlate, to replace the Food Guide Pyramid familiar to so many Americans.

FNP - MY PLATE

display

FNP

With obesity on the rise in both children and adults in the United States, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
released a new food guide, MyPlate, to replace the Food Guide Pyramid familiar to so many Americans.

FNP - MY PLATE (PUZZLE)

display

FNP

display

FNP

flip chart

FNP

Puzzle to use with My Plate Display

FNP - MY PLATE (RECIPES)
Recipes to use with My Plate Display.

FNP - NUTRITION LABEL

Teach clients how to read the Nutrition Facts Label by identifing the different areas of importance.

FNP - PICK A BETTER SNACK

display posters

Teach clients easy ways to serve and eat more fruits and vegetables for snacks.

FNP

FNP - PICK A BETTER SNACK

display posters

FNP

Teach clients easy ways to serve and eat more fruits and vegetables for snacks.

FNP - PICK A BETTER SNACK - GO FOR THE WHOLE GRAINS display

FNP

Teach clientsthe importance of eating whole grains everyday.

FNP - PICNIC

display

FNP - SEASONING WITH SPICES AND HERBS

display

FNP

Teach clients ways of flavoring food with herbs and spices to reduce fat, sugar and salt in their diet.

FNP - SEASONING WITH SPICES AND HERBS

display

FNP

Teach clients ways of flavoring food with herbs and spices to reduce fat, sugar and salt in their diet.

FNP - SHAKE THE SALT HABIT

display

FNP

Teach clients that too much salt increases the risk of health problems including high blood pressure. Show clients which
foods are high in sodium. Teach clients ways to lower sodium intake.

FNP - SHAKE THE SALT HABIT

display

FNP

Teach clients that too much salt increases the risk of health problems including high blood pressure. Show clients which
foods are high in sodium. Teach clients ways to lower sodium intake.

FNP - SHOP FOR FOLIC ACID

display

FNP

Clients will: (1) identify sources of folic acid; and (2) express why folic acid is needed for women, children and adults.

FNP - SIMPLY GOOD FOR YOU (LARGE)

display

FNP

FNP

FNP - SUGAR...IT ALL ADDS UP!
To teach clients to read food labels to identify added sugars in foods.

FNP

FNP - SUGAR...IT ALL ADDS UP!
To teach clients to read food labels to identify added sugars in foods.

FNP - WATER! THE CLEAR CHOICE

display

FNP

Teach clients the importance of drinking water to hydrate the body, and the common signs of dehydration.

FOCUS ON PHOTOGRAPHY LEVEL 1

project manual

4-H

project manual

4-H

project manual

4-H

project binder

4-H

binder

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

FOOD, CULTURE, READING: A FACILITATOR'S GUIDE FOR
Resource material for 4-H project.

FOOD, CULTURE, READING: A FACILITATOR'S GUIDE FOR
Resource material for 4-H project.

FOODS
Resource material for 4-H project.

FOODS & NUTRITION

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

FORESTRY
Resource material for 4-H project.

project binder

4-H

FRY NOW, PAY LATER

envelope

The focus of this lesson is to encourage young people to adopt lifestyles that prevent unnnecessary exposure to harmful sun
rays.

project binder

4-H

GARDENING

display

ANR

GEOLOGY

binder

4-H

GARDENING
Resource material for 4-H project.

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

GEOSPATIAL HELPER GUIDE

cd

4-H

cd

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

GEOSPATIAL HELPER GUIDE
Resource material for 4-H project.

GERM

display

GLO GERM KIT

kit

FCS

Teaching children about germs and cleanliness. Kit with liquid glowing material.

GOAT

project binder

4-H

project binder

4-H

project binder

4-H

posters

FCS

Resource material for 4-H project.

GOAT
Resource material for 4-H project.

HEALTH
Resource material for 4-H project.

HEALTHY HOME DISPLAY
Help Yourself to a Healthy Home

HELP YOURSELF TO A HEALTHY HOME

display

FCS

HORSE

project binder

4-H

binder

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

HORSE CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

HORSES LEADERSHIP CURRICULUM

binder

4-H

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

HORSES LEADERSHIP CURRICULUM

binder

4-H

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

HORTICULTURE
Resource material for 4-H project.

project binder

4-H

INDOOR AIR QUALITY DISPLAY

display

FCS

This display has 4 components that can be used together or singly. 1) Carbon Monoxide. 2) Mold and Mildew. 3) Radon. 4)
Lead. There is a header titled "Healthy Indoor Air for Kansas Home". The velcro backs make it possible to attach the pieces
to a tabletop display board.

INITIATIVE KIT #1

parachute, wooden blocks

4-H

The laboratory is an excellent method of involving FFA and 4-H members in challenging, learn-by-doing activities. This
program of helping youth develop both their life skills and project skills is designed as a series of mini-learning stations with
a facilitator at each one. The participants rotate from station to station, attempting to perform specific tasks. Yellow case.

IRON

display

FCS

This display tells us why we need iron in our bodies, what the best sources for iron are, and what happens if we don't have
enough iron in our bodies.

JOIN KANSAS 4-H ORGANIZATION FLYER - ENGLISH

brochure

4-H

brochure

4-H

Information regarding joining the Kansas 4-H Program. English version.

JOIN KANSAS 4-H ORGANIZATION FLYER - SPANISH
Information regarding joining the Kansas 4-H Program. Spanish version.

JUNIOR MASTER GARDENER HANDBOOK LEVEL 1

ANR

It is designed for grades 3 through 5. The Junior Master Gardener program offers horticulture and environmental science
education through fun and creative activities. This program introduces young gardeners to the art and science of gardening,
and helps them develop leadership and life skills to become good citizens within their communities, schools, and families.

ANR

JUNIOR MASTER GARDENER HANDBOOK LEVEL 1

It is designed for grades 3 through 5. The Junior Master Gardener program offers horticulture and environmental science
education through fun and creative activities. This program introduces young gardeners to the art and science of gardening,
and helps them develop leadership and life skills to become good citizens within their communities, schools, and families.

JUNIOR MASTER GARDENER HANDBOOK LEVEL 1

book

ANR

It is designed for grades 3 through 5. The Junior Master Gardener program offers horticulture and environmental science
education through fun and creative activities. This program introduces young gardeners to the art and science of gardening,
and helps them develop leadership and life skills to become good citizens within their communities, schools, and families.

ANR

JUNIOR MASTER GARDENER: HEALTH & NUTRITION FROM

K-STATE EXTENSION DISPLAY

display

Display good to use for fairs and in formational meetings. Chronicles history of extension.

KANSAS 4-H CLOVERBUDS ENROLLMENT FORM

form

4-H

binder

4-H

Sample form

KANSAS BEEF CATTLE HANDBOOK

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

KERNEL OF WHEAT
Kernel of wheat showing parts of kernel.

KID CHEF AND THE CLEAN KITCHEN CREW

CD

wooden unit by
Food safety for young chefs

KID CHEF AND THE CLEAN KITCHEN CREW

CD

wooden unit by
Food safety for young chefs

KID CHEF AND THE CLEAN KITCHEN CREW

CD

wooden unit by
Food safety for young chefs

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - INTRODUCTORY

CD

wooden unit by
Find out more about Kids a cookin' from host Karen Arnold, in her introductory video clip. See examples of four shows that
have been broadcast on television. Explore four exciting video programs that you can use for your small group training, in
English or Spanish. Gather insite about the program in the Kids a cookin' booklet. Install a fun screensaver with pictures from
the show on your PC.
KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 1

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: pocket fruit pizza, manly muffin meatloaf,
microwave cereal bars, potato chip chicken fingers, pudding fruit salad, deviled eggs, purple power smoothie, tuna salad
sandwich, tacos, peanut butter roll-up, creamy veggie dip, and farmer's market salsa.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 1

DVD

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this DVD are: pocket fruit pizza, manly muffin meatloaf,
microwave cereal bars, potato chip chicken fingers, pudding fruit salad, deviled eggs, purple power smoothie, tuna salad
sandwich, tacos, peanut butter roll-up, creamy veggie dip, and farmer's market salsa.
KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 10

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: yo-fruit, shamrock shake, beef roast and
vegetables in a slow cooker, very berry blast, veggie pillows, fruit combo and sauce, fruit salsa, cinnamon chips

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 10

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: yo-fruit, shamrock shake, beef roast and
vegetables in a slow cooker, very berry blast, veggie pillows, fruit combo and sauce, fruit salsa, cinnamon chips

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 10

DVD

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this DVD are: yo-fruit, shamrock shake, beef roast and
vegetables in a slow cooker, very berry blast, veggie pillows, fruit combo and sauce, fruit salsa, cinnamon chips

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 11

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: crispy crunchers, quesadillas con huevos,
banana jungle pops, super duper spread, peas in the paste salad, wobbly wonders

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 11

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: crispy crunchers, quesadillas con huevos,
banana jungle pops, super duper spread, peas in the paste salad, wobbly wonders

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 11

DVD

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this DVD are: crispy crunchers, quesadillas con huevos, banana
jungle pops, super duper spread, peas in the paste salad, wobbly wonders

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 12

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: strawberry spinach salad, ice cream in a
bag, taco salad, basic fried rice, a twist on pasta salad, peach pork picante

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 12

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: strawberry spinach salad, ice cream in a
bag, taco salad, basic fried rice, a twist on pasta salad, peach pork picante

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 12

DVD

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this DVD are: strawberry spinach salad, ice cream in a bag,
taco salad, basic fried rice, a twist on pasta salad, peach pork picante

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 2

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: snack pizza, applesauce muffin, french toast
sticks, scrambled eggs, perfect pumpkin pancakes, breakfast banana split, spicy macaroni casserole, bread pudding, sweet
potato casserole, baked potato with cheesy vegetables. Recipe Booklets available: 32 English, 50 Spanish
KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 2

DVD

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this DVD are: snack pizza, applesauce muffin, french toast
sticks, scrambled eggs, perfect pumpkin pancakes, breakfast banana split, spicy macaroni casserole, bread pudding, sweet
potato casserole, baked potato with cheesy vegetables. Recipe Booklets available: 32 English, 50 Spanish

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 3

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: alphabet soup, fruit basket upset, sour cream
hot potato, oatmeal raisin cookies, easy peach crisp, pretzel shape, hot cocoa mix, tempting tostadas, cheesy hamburger dip

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 3

DVD

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this DVD are: alphabet soup, fruit basket upset, sour cream hot
potato, oatmeal raisin cookies, easy peach crisp, pretzel shape, hot cocoa mix, tempting tostadas, cheesy hamburger dip

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 4

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: fruit pizza, surprise salad, biscuit bubble
bread, hot ham and noodles, eggs in a bread basket, shake your pudding, hot chicken sandwiches, homemade tortillas.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 4

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: fruit pizza, surprise salad, biscuit bubble
bread, hot ham and noodles, eggs in a bread basket, shake your pudding, hot chicken sandwiches, homemade tortillas.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 4

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: fruit pizza, surprise salad, biscuit bubble
bread, hot ham and noodles, eggs in a bread basket, shake your pudding, hot chicken sandwiches, homemade tortillas.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 4

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: fruit pizza, surprise salad, biscuit bubble
bread, hot ham and noodles, eggs in a bread basket, shake your pudding, hot chicken sandwiches, homemade tortillas.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 4

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: fruit pizza, surprise salad, biscuit bubble
bread, hot ham and noodles, eggs in a bread basket, shake your pudding, hot chicken sandwiches, homemade tortillas.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 4

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: fruit pizza, surprise salad, biscuit bubble
bread, hot ham and noodles, eggs in a bread basket, shake your pudding, hot chicken sandwiches, homemade tortillas.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 4

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: fruit pizza, surprise salad, biscuit bubble
bread, hot ham and noodles, eggs in a bread basket, shake your pudding, hot chicken sandwiches, homemade tortillas.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 4

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: fruit pizza, surprise salad, biscuit bubble
bread, hot ham and noodles, eggs in a bread basket, shake your pudding, hot chicken sandwiches, homemade tortillas.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 4

DVD

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this DVD are: fruit pizza, surprise salad, biscuit bubble bread,
hot ham and noodles, eggs in a bread basket, shake your pudding, hot chicken sandwiches, homemade tortillas.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 4

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: fruit pizza, surprise salad, biscuit bubble
bread, hot ham and noodles, eggs in a bread basket, shake your pudding, hot chicken sandwiches, homemade tortillas.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 5

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: overnight egg casserole, peanut butter balls,
easy cheesy tortilla bake, tropical fruit dip, pyramid butterfly, frosty fruit cones, red, white and blue salad, banana wraps.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 5

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: overnight egg casserole, peanut butter balls,
easy cheesy tortilla bake, tropical fruit dip, pyramid butterfly, frosty fruit cones, red, white and blue salad, banana wraps.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 6

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: frozen puddingwiches, chewy oatmeal bars,
fruit smoothie, pizza wraps, banana cupcakes, frozen fruit cups, apple pancakes.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 6

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: frozen puddingwiches, chewy oatmeal bars,
fruit smoothie, pizza wraps, banana cupcakes, frozen fruit cups, apple pancakes.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 7

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: chicken enchilada casserole, cinnamon
biscuits, apple smiles, orange fluff salad, tuna mac, homemade applesauce, hooked on salmon sticks.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 7

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: chicken enchilada casserole, cinnamon
biscuits, apple smiles, orange fluff salad, tuna mac, homemade applesauce, hooked on salmon sticks.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 7

DVD

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this DVD are: chicken enchilada casserole, cinnamon biscuits,
apple smiles, orange fluff salad, tuna mac, homemade applesauce, hooked on salmon sticks.

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 8

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: chewy popcorn balls, peanut butter pita
pocket, lasagna roll-ups, pita pocket salad, chocolate bake free cookies, tortilla triangles, ole frijoles dip

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 8

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: chewy popcorn balls, peanut butter pita
pocket, lasagna roll-ups, pita pocket salad, chocolate bake free cookies, tortilla triangles, ole frijoles dip

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 8

DVD

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this DVD are: chewy popcorn balls, peanut butter pita pocket,
lasagna roll-ups, pita pocket salad, chocolate bake free cookies, tortilla triangles, ole frijoles dip

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 9

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: rice pudding, marinated beef, fresh veggie
pizza, incredible edible pyramid parfait, BBQ beef in a slow cooker, food group funny face, vegetable beef soup

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 9

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: rice pudding, marinated beef, fresh veggie
pizza, incredible edible pyramid parfait, BBQ beef in a slow cooker, food group funny face, vegetable beef soup

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 9

VHS

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this VHS tape are: rice pudding, marinated beef, fresh veggie
pizza, incredible edible pyramid parfait, BBQ beef in a slow cooker, food group funny face, vegetable beef soup

KIDS A COOKIN' SERIES - VOLUME 9

DVD

wooden unit by
Simple, nutritious meals and snacks for children and their caregivers. Food safety and helpful hints included in each recipe
plus tips and techniques in English and Spanish. Programs on this DVD are: rice pudding, marinated beef, fresh veggie pizza,
incredible edible pyramid parfait, BBQ beef in a slow cooker, food group funny face, vegetable beef soup

FCS

KNITTING PATTERNS

A set of 8 different knitting patterns for the intermediate to the advanced knitter. Some of the leaflets included are Worsted
Wardrobe, Country Cottons, Simple Shells, Ripples and Waves, New Beginnings, "Class", Accent on Pattern, Panel Themes
x2

LARGE MOVIE SCREEN

LATIN CULTURAL ARTS

project binder

4-H

display

FCS

Resource material for 4-H projects.

LEAD IN OUR HOMES

project binder

4-H

LET'S TAKE IT OUTSIDE

display

FNP

LIMITED RESOURCE PROGRAM - MEAL TIME

display, notebook

FNP

LEADERSHIP
Resource material for 4-H project.

The notebook provides a guide for setting up the displays on the importance of nutrition.

LIMITED RESOURCE PROGRAM - SNACKS

display, notebook

FNP

The notebook provides a guide for setting up the displays on the importance of nutrition.

LIVESTOCK LEARNING LABORATORY - BEEF

video, teachers manual,

4-H

The laboratory is an excellent method of involving FFA and 4-H members in challenging, learn-by-doing activities. This
program of helping youth develop both their life skills and project skills is designed as a series of mini-learning stations with
a facilitator at each one. The participants rotate from station to station, attempting to perform specific tasks.

LIVESTOCK LEARNING LABORATORY - DAIRY CATTLE

video, teachers manual,

4-H

The laboratory is an excellent method of involving FFA and 4-H members in challenging, learn-by-doing activities. This
program of helping youth develop both their life skills and project skills is designed as a series of mini-learning stations with
a facilitator at each one. The participants rotate from station to station, attempting to perform specific tasks. Black case.

LIVESTOCK LEARNING LABORATORY - DOG

video, teachers manual,

4-H

The laboratory is an excellent method of involving FFA and 4-H members in challenging, learn-by-doing activities. This
program of helping youth develop both their life skills and project skills is designed as a series of mini-learning stations with
a facilitator at each one. The participants rotate from station to station, attempting to perform specific tasks. Turquoise case.

LIVESTOCK LEARNING LABORATORY - HORSE

video, teachers manual,

4-H

The laboratory is an excellent method of involving FFA and 4-H members in challenging, learn-by-doing activities. This
program of helping youth develop both their life skills and project skills is designed as a series of mini-learning stations with
a facilitator at each one. The participants rotate from station to station, attempting to perform specific tasks. Burgandy case.

LIVESTOCK LEARNING LABORATORY - PLANT

video, teachers manual,

4-H

The laboratory is an excellent method of involving FFA and 4-H members in challenging, learn-by-doing activities. This
program of helping youth develop both their life skills and project skills is designed as a series of mini-learning stations with
a facilitator at each one. The participants rotate from station to station, attempting to perform specific tasks. Green case.

LIVESTOCK LEARNING LABORATORY - POULTRY

video, teachers manual,

4-H

The laboratory is an excellent method of involving FFA and 4-H members in challenging, learn-by-doing activities. This
program of helping youth develop both their life skills and project skills is designed as a series of mini-learning stations with
a facilitator at each one. The participants rotate from station to station, attempting to perform specific tasks. Yellow case.

LIVESTOCK LEARNING LABORATORY - RABBIT

video, teachers manual,

4-H

The laboratory is an excellent method of involving FFA and 4-H members in challenging, learn-by-doing activities. This
program of helping youth develop both their life skills and project skills is designed as a series of mini-learning stations with
a facilitator at each one. The participants rotate from station to station, attempting to perform specific tasks. Purple case.

LIVESTOCK LEARNING LABORATORY - SHEEP

video, teachers manual,

4-H

The laboratory is an excellent method of involving FFA and 4-H members in challenging, learn-by-doing activities. This
program of helping youth develop both their life skills and project skills is designed as a series of mini-learning stations with
a facilitator at each one. The participants rotate from station to station, attempting to perform specific tasks. Green case.

LIVESTOCK LEARNING LABORATORY - SWINE

video, teachers manual,

4-H

The laboratory is an excellent method of involving FFA and 4-H members in challenging, learn-by-doing activities. This
program of helping youth develop both their life skills and project skills is designed as a series of mini-learning stations with
a facilitator at each one. The participants rotate from station to station, attempting to perform specific tasks.

MAKE YOUR 4-H PHOTOGRAPHY PROGRAM ROCK

cd

4-H

MAKE YOUR 4-H PHOTOGRAPHY PROGRAM ROCK

cd

4-H

MAKE YOUR 4-H PHOTOGRAPHY PROGRAM ROCK

cd

4-H

MAKE YOUR 4-H PHOTOGRAPHY PROGRAM ROCK

cd

4-H

MASTERING PHOTOGRAPHY LEVEL 3

project manual

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

MENTAL HEALTH AND AGING

notebook with slides

FCS

This is a slide show to accompany the guidebook on mental health and aging that was put on by the Kansas Mental Health
and Aging Coalition. This also included a set of talking points to accompany the slide show. The slide show consists of 60
slides.

MICROWAVE

project binder

4-H

project binder

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

MONEY FUNDAMENTALS
Resource material for 4-H project.

NAVIGATING DIFFERENCE

display

NEW OPTIONS FOR KEEPING UV RAYS AT BAY

flip chart

This will teach consumers about the benefits of using clothing as protection against UV, new information about UPF ratings,
and what the ratings mean.

OUTDOOR ADVENTURES
Resource material for 4-H project.

project binder

4-H

PETS

project binder

4-H

binder

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

PHOTOGRAPHY JUDGING KIT

kit

4-H

PLANT SCIENCE

binder

4-H

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

POP COOLER

PORTFOLIO PATHWAYS & SKETCHBOOK CROSSROADS
Resource material for 4-H project.

project binder

4-H

POSITIVE DISCIPLINE

POULTRY

project binder

4-H

kit

FCS

project manual

4-H

project binder

4-H

table flip chart

FCS

Resource material for 4-H project.

POVERTY STIMULATION KIT
Large black mobile suitcase.

POWER OF WIND
Resource material for 4-H project.

PROJECT BUTTERFLY WINGS
Resource material for 4-H project.

PROTECT KIDS FROM LEAD POISONING

This educational chart helps determine risk factors and warning signs of lead poisoning.

RABBIT

binder

4-H

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

RABBITS

project binder

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

RAISING SELF RELIANT CHILDREN

paperback book

This book goes beyond these issues to teach children to be responsible and self-reliant--not through fear and intimidation,
which are outer-directed concerns (what happens when the disciplinarian is on vacation, or asleep?) but through the maturity
of feeling accountable to one's commitments (inner-directed behavior).

RAISING SELF RELIANT CHILDREN

paperback book

This book goes beyond these issues to teach children to be responsible and self-reliant--not through fear and intimidation,
which are outer-directed concerns (what happens when the disciplinarian is on vacation, or asleep?) but through the maturity
of feeling accountable to one's commitments (inner-directed behavior).

READING MAKES CENTS: GUIDE FOR 3-5 GRADERS

project manual

4-H After

project binder

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

ROBOTICS EXPLORER
Resource material for 4-H project.

SAFETY BELT

equipment

Photos and captions which will fit our display board. Charts are included showing how they should be arranged. It is a strong
statement for seat belts.

SAVE WITH HEALTHY FOOD CHOICES

display

SCIENCE DISCOVERY

project binder

4-H

project binder

4-H

project binder

4-H

project binder

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

SERVICE LEARNING
Resource material for 4-H project.

SET UP TO LEADERSHIP K-12 MENTOR GUIDE &
Resource material for 4-H project.

SEWING
Resource material for 4-H project.

SEWING CONSTRUCTION FILE

equipment

FCS

1976 - It is an excellent reference for answering many of the construction questions that you receive as county agents. this
file includes actual samples of construction techniques. Gray tote.

SHEEP

project binder

4-H

binder

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

SHEEP

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

SIGNS OF A STROKE

display

FCS

Display

SIMPLY SMALL POSTERS

posters

SMALL CHANGE...MAKES WISHES COME TRUE

display

FCS

Teach clients the importance of wise spending decisions. Teach clients about saving and spending family food dollars.

SMALL ENGINES

project binder

4-H

project binder

4-H

binder, display

FCS

Resource material for 4-H project.

SPORTFISHING
Resource material for 4-H project.

STEPPING STONES FOR STEPFAMILIES

This is a display to accompany material that the county offices have. Area office also has notebook.

SUGAR DISPLAY

display

To show relative amounts of sugar in foods to enhance your educational programs.

SWINE

project binder

4-H

kit

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

TAXI: TAKING ANYBODY INTO EXPANDED INVOLVEMENT

TAXI: TAKING ANYBODY INTO EXPANDED INVOLVEMENT

kit

4-H

TAXI: TAKING ANYBODY INTO EXPANDED INVOLVEMENT

kit

4-H

TAXI: TAKING ANYBODY INTO EXPANDED INVOLVEMENT

kit

4-H

TAXI: TAKING ANYBODY INTO EXPANDED INVOLVEMENT

kit

4-H

TAXI: TAKING ANYBODY INTO EXPANDED INVOLVEMENT

kit

4-H

TAXI: TAKING ANYBODY INTO EXPANDED INVOLVEMENT

kit

4-H

TAXI: TAKING ANYBODY INTO EXPANDED INVOLVEMENT

kit

4-H

TAXI: TAKING ANYBODY INTO EXPANDED INVOLVEMENT

kit

4-H

THE GAME OF VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT

game, kit

4-H

THE GAME OF VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT

game, kit

4-H

THEATRE ARTS

project binder

4-H

project manual

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

THERE'S NO NEW WATER

4-H

TIC TAC TOE BOARD

project binder

4-H

VOLUNTEER FOLDER

folder

4-H

VOLUNTEER FOLDER

folder

4-H

VOLUNTEER FOLDER

folder

4-H

VOLUNTEER FOLDER

folder

4-H

VETERINARY SCIENCE
Resource material for 4-H project.

VOLUNTEER FOLDER

folder

4-H

VOLUNTEER FOLDER

folder

4-H

VOLUNTEER FOLDER

folder

4-H

VOLUNTEER FOLDER

folder

4-H

WALK KANSAS - A FITNESS CHALLENGE

display

FCS

display

FCS

display

WALK KANSAS - A FITNESS CHALLENGE
display

WALK KANSAS FOR KIDS

display

FCS

WALK KANSAS POSTERS

WILDLIFE

FCS

binder

4-H

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

WOODWORKING

project binder

4-H

project binder

4-H

binder

4-H

Resource material for 4-H project.

WORKFORCE READINESS
Resource material for 4-H project.

YOUTH LEADERSHIP MIND: A GREAT RESOURCE FOR

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

YOUTH LEADERSHIP MIND: A GREAT RESOURCE FOR

binder

Addition resource information. DOES NOT INCLUDE PROJECT MANUALS.

4-H

